
Star Force Uriti Tamer: The Ultimate Guide to
the Star Force Universe
The Uriti Tamer is a powerful and versatile class in the Star Force Universe
53. They are able to summon and control a variety of Uriti, which are
powerful creatures that can be used to attack enemies, defend allies, and
heal wounds. Uriti Tamers are also skilled in the use of energy weapons,
and they can use their Uriti to amplify their own attacks.

This guide will provide you with all the information you need to create and
play an Uriti Tamer, including their abilities, skills, and strategies.

Uriti Tamers have a variety of abilities that make them a powerful force on
the battlefield. These abilities include:
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Summon Uriti: Uriti Tamers can summon a variety of Uriti to aid them
in battle. These Uriti can be used to attack enemies, defend allies, and
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heal wounds.

Control Uriti: Uriti Tamers can control their Uriti with a variety of
commands. These commands can be used to order the Uriti to attack,
defend, or heal.

Amplify Attacks: Uriti Tamers can use their Uriti to amplify their own
attacks. This can significantly increase the damage output of their
weapons.

Heal Wounds: Uriti Tamers can use their Uriti to heal wounds. This
can be a valuable asset in the heat of battle.

Uriti Tamers have a variety of skills that they can use to improve their
combat effectiveness. These skills include:

Uriti Summoning: This skill increases the number of Uriti that a Uriti
Tamer can summon.

Uriti Control: This skill increases the range and effectiveness of a Uriti
Tamer's commands.

Amplification: This skill increases the damage output of a Uriti
Tamer's amplified attacks.

Healing: This skill increases the effectiveness of a Uriti Tamer's
healing abilities.

Uriti Tamers can be played in a variety of ways, depending on the player's
preferences. Some common strategies include:

Offensive: Uriti Tamers can focus on using their Uriti to attack
enemies. This can be a very effective strategy, especially against large



groups of enemies.

Defensive: Uriti Tamers can use their Uriti to defend themselves and
their allies. This can be a valuable strategy in boss fights or other
situations where survival is paramount.

Support: Uriti Tamers can use their Uriti to heal their allies and buff
their attacks. This can be a very valuable asset in team fights.

The Uriti Tamer is a powerful and versatile class that can be played in a
variety of ways. With the right abilities, skills, and strategies, Uriti Tamers
can be a major force on the battlefield.
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